Chameleon 20
We don’t open doors for people. We create the tools for people to open their own.

Developed specifically for education, with teachers and school-age children in mind; the Chameleon 20 enhances the classroom experience through innovation with a fun, positive technology experience that reinforces the joys of reading and writing.
Features & Benefits

• 20 refreshable braille cells.
• Students can complete lessons in braille, and send content to teacher in print.
• Edit doc, docx, txt, brf, and brl files.
• Easily switch between contracted and uncontracted braille.
• Instantly access downloadable digital content and the digital world of books, including Bookshare.
• Bluetooth® wireless technology: connect to multiple host devices using screen readers such as VoiceOver, Jaws, and NVDA.
• Internal storage, SD card slot, and USB host port for flash drives.
• Contains the following built-in applications:
  – Calculator to perform basic mathematical calculations.
  – Clock to check the date and time.
  – File manager to organize one’s work.

Includes

• Chameleon 20 device.
• A series of nature/insect-themed tactile stickers to enhance the imagination.
• Three colored “bumper cases” (pomegranate, purple, and teal) from which to choose, based on student preference.
• Nylon carrying case with strap.
• USB-C charging cable with power supply (works with any USB charger, but may charge slower).
• User Guide (stored on device).

If you are as excited about the Chameleon 20 as we are, please visit aph.org and sign up for our monthly electronic newsletter to stay up-to-date on the latest Chameleon 20 news.
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